The interaction of a two-level atom with an external electromagnetic field is examined in the framework of quantum electrodynamics, without any assumption about Markoffian behavior or stationarity. It is found that spontaneous emission in the vacuum and the rate of fluorescence in an external field do not depend on quantum properties of the electromagnetic field, whereas the correlation functions do. 
The problem of the interaction of an atom with a quantized electromagnetic field has received renewed attention in recent years, ' " partly because of the possibilities it offers for testing quantum electrodynamics (QED) at low energies. Such tests have become especially interesting since a number of semiclassical treatments of the atomic decay problem'4 have succeeded in giving at least partially correct accounts of the observations. However, if one examines most of the current treatments of the problem by QED, it soon becomes apparent that certain presumptions about the answer are exceedingly common. Perturbation treatments based on the %eisskopf-Wigner method" in effect start with an assumed answer, whereas the Heitler-Ma technique' is usually applied only to single-photon transitions. Most As two atomic energy levels play a dominant role in this problem, we make the common simplification of representing the atom by a spin-2 system, having two energy eigenstates~1),~2) with energy separation AGoo, and described by the three dynamical spin variables B"R"and8,. ' The Hamiltonian for the combined atom-field system is taken to be 
Here A;, (r, t) is the solution of the homogeneous wave equation, 5(t) -=R, (t) -iR, (t), p= (l/4~e, )(2~2~3/ 38'c'), and y is an (infinite) frequency shift parameter, corresponding to the Lamb shift for a real atom. The decomposition is not unambiguous for small t, so that the equation should be restricted to times t for which (tot »1. Equation (5) is similar to one obtained by Ackerhalt and Eberly, ' o and expresses the total field as a combination of free-field and source contributions, but was derived without Markoffian assumptions.
We now follow the procedure of Ackerhalt and Ebyrly'o in writing Eqs. (2) and (4) in normal order and using Eq. (5) and its conjugate to eliminate 11 A +'(0, t) and p, A 1(0, t) We find i.t convenient to introduce the slowly varying dynamical variables defined by b, (t) = -5(t) exp(i&up) and A,~+ '(r, t) =A «" 1'&(r, t) exp(i~, t), etc. After discarding all rapidly oscillating terms, we obtain
We can immediately apply these equations to the problem of spontaneous decay of an excited atomic state, by taking the initial state to be the product of the electromagnetic vacuum and some arbitrary atomic state. Then the expectations of all terms in Eqs. (6) and (7) involving X,~+ '(0, t) Let us now examine the situation when an external electromagnetic field is present. This time we take the initial state of the system to be a product of the lower state~1) for the atom and the coherent quantum state iv)) for the field, " such that A """ (0, f ) iv)) = ZS exp [-i((d,t + Finally we turn briefly to the calculation of the two-time correlation function of the fluorescent light, which is proportional to (5 (t)b(t +7')), whose Fourier transform is the spectral density. On integrating Eqs. (6) and (7) and substituting for R3(t) in the 5,(t) equation, we arrive at the following relation: f dti [~,vg(to)(5 (t &) y(Q l(t ) p, A {+)(0 ti )]e28t" f dt, e " " f'&dt2[b, (t,) p. V(t, ))+p, A, '(O, t,) 
